
Ducklings 

Maths- We will start to look at counting and number recognition 

within 5 moving on to begin sorting and comparing groups, what 

is one more/one less to 5.

To develop our understanding of the concept of time, we will be 

investigating what happens at different times of the day.

Each week we will have a Number and a Shape of the Week.
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All About Me

Home task- Build, draw or create a house that you would really like to live in, be creative as you like. It could have lots of 

bedrooms a swimming pool or even a sweet shop. Please bring into school week beginning  12th October.  

In our topic we will be learning about ourselves 

and how we are all individual and unique.

We will start our topic off by getting to know each 

other and the school routines. We will find out 

what we like and dislike by looking at the text 

‘You Choose’ whilst understanding that everyone 

is allowed to have different views.

We will then investigate our senses and how we 

use them and also look at why we have a 

skeleton inside our bodies.

In Art and Design we will be creating self 

portraits, exploring colour and also creating 

pictures ready for our Harvest festival. 

English- We will concentrate on our fine motor and listening 

skills, ready to start our RWI phonics starting with phase 1 sounds. 

We will enjoy a range of texts together, exposing children to as 

many high quality texts as possible and developing their love of 

stories. 

PE- This will be on a Tuesday afternoon, with yoga and dough disco happening on other afternoons, however, please 

ensure kits are in school at all times.  We will also use the outdoor area as much as possible so please send in coats/ 

wellies and hats.


